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Date:— 20 August,2018

To,

Corporate Relation Manager,

Bombay Stock Exchange,

Mumbai.

Sub:— New Product Developed By The Company

Respected shareholders,

Company’s Research & development team is doing hard & continues tries to

give the best product to the market, as result they have successfully developed a whole new product for

the market which is affordable & can be used in any industries. At the end of continues experiments
Company has been developed & launched the product named ”Processed Agriculture waste" which is

successfully sold to many industries where company & user industries both are getting superb results.

Agriculture waste is processed into solid form and can be used instead of Coal, Lignite or Wood. There

are lots of benefits for using ”Processed Agriculture waste” instead of Coal, Lignite or Wood and the new

product is considerably affordable, so it will be very much profitable. Because of the new product
Company has opened up new opportunities, for which Industries uses fuel, our new product will became

super bio—fuel in every aspect. For marketing of new product Company has been assembled a sales team

and started selling the product in whole Gujarat. In very short time period Company is committed to

launch this product in various states of India soon.

Company is constantly progressing, According to last report Company’s total

sales are 92.5 CR where as profit is 8.5 CR. In FY19's first quarter’s sales are 47.6 CR where as profit is

6.14 CR. As manufacturing of new product, there will be huge growth in sales and profit of the company.
Demand of every product of the company is increasing by significant margin, our products is acceptable
for each and every new & different segments, with the help of sales team recently have set-up burners

in brass industries and sales of our product is increasing by huge margin. Company is committed to leap
up in sales and profit in near future.
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As company’s Managing Director Mr. Yogeshbhai Patel said ”by adding a new product in the product
range, there will be huge increment in company's strength”. Many new sectors where other fuels were

used, there our product will be used therefore Company’s dream target ”SWACHHA BHARAT" will

become true. Company is trying to motivate our Government‘s campaign ”SWACHHA BHARAT, SWASTH

BHARAT" and with proper use of hazardous Agriculture Waste to preserve society from pollution, by
that Company is satisfying both motives, In future there will be huge success in this motive that we wish

and have faith.
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